Built Upon the Rock

Here within these walls, Our refuge from the world, We shelter from the rain and seek for
Here his Spirit speaks, His children walk in truth, Guided by his word, we are dis-

warmth against the cold, Humble earth-ly homes where heaven is our light, Are
cl- ples from our youth, Here we learn of love, Here we feel his peace, And
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for the sakes of faith,
here we gather

to stand in time of need,
For we are built upon the rock of our Re-
deem-

secure amid the tempests of our time,

Though the winds may blow,
Though the flood may rise,
Though the storms may rage broadly this
refuge will abide for we are built upon the Rock of our Redeemer,

Built upon the corner-stone of Christ.

Here we learn of sacrifice, of
joy a-mid our strife,
Here we seek his perfect grace and everlasting life,
For we are
Built up on the corner-stone of Christ.
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